Bioclipse 2: A scriptable integration platform in life science

// Download, filter, and generate 3D conformations
list = pubchem.download(pubchem.search("HIV"));
pyrrolidine = cdk.fromSMILES("C1CNCC1");
matches = cdk.subStructureMatches(list, pyrrolidine);
ui.open(matches);
c=balloon.generate3Dconformations(matches.get(0), 5);
cdk.saveSDFile("Virtual/conf.sdf", c);

(a)
// Download, translate, and align sequences
dl = biows.queryEMBL("Z54287,Z54289");
prots = biojava.DNAtoProtein(dl);
aln = kalignws.alignProteins(prots);

language for quickly executing powerful commands with the
possibility to visualize results directly in 2D or 3D, and the easy
extension of Bioclipse with new functionality. The combination of
seamlessly using the GUI and the scripting language is already an
appreciated feature, for example to drag and drop resources into the
scripting console to simplify scripting.
Bioclipse has an active development community, see the
Bioclipse wiki (http://wiki.bioclipse.net) for more information.
Ongoing projects include chemical and biological databases,
QSAR, predictive toxicology, metabolomics, semantic data fusion,
and systems biology. The Bioclipse project honors the idea of the
Blue Obelisk Community (Guha et al., 2006) and promotes an open
development and welcomes new developers and contributors.

(b)
Fig. 2. The Bioclipse Scripting Language in Bioclipse 2 is based on
Javascript with extensions contributed by plugins. Here are two example
scripts that demonstrate several integrated components: a) PubChem is
queried for compounds matching the name "HIV" using a Web service,
substructures are isolated that contain pyrrolidine and opened for inspection,
Balloon is used to generate 5 3D conformations of the first match, and finally
the conformations are saved to an SDFile. b) Two nucleotide sequences
are downloaded from EMBL using the WSDbfetch Web service at EBI,
translated to protein using Biojava, and aligned using the Kalign Web service
at EBI. The complete examples are available as gists from github with id: a)
163575 and b) 163440.

graphs. Spectra can be assigned to chemical structures and this
assignment can be displayed and browsed interactively by the user.

3.4

Scripting integrative analysis

The Bioclipse plugins can contribute functionality which is made
available from an integrated scripting environment, for example
Javascript. This can be seen as a domain-specific language (DSL)
for the life sciences, and we have named this Bioclipse Scripting
Language (BSL). In Bioclipse 2, BSL is based on Javascript, but we
envision other implementations in the future. A Javascript Console
(see Figure 1) is available for executing individual commands, and
a Javascript editor can be used to set up and execute scripts (see
Figure 2 for two sample scripts). The mix of manager methods with
the JavaScript language has been shown to be very powerful, and
makes it possible to seamlessly use integrated third party software
in scripts that automate analyses.
Bioclipse makes use of Gist (http://gist.github.com) for handling
versioned scripts, and a Gist plugin in Bioclipse makes it easy to
download the latest version of a script. There are numerous Gists
available for Bioclipse, and most are tagged on del.icio.us (see
http://delicious.com/tag/bioclipse+gist).

4

CONCLUSION

Bioclipse is an advanced integration platform for the life sciences
featuring an easy-to-use workbench that delivers the latest
functionality available from intuitive graphical editors and wizards,
and enables users to take advantage of networked databases and
online services. Experienced users will appreciate the scripting
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